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our single most serious national problem: the lack of culture

ical Dog Co.) wrote a trenchant article in which he pinpointed

important American industrial corporations (the Arf Mechan-

chairman (Ralph "Hot Lips" Sigafoos) of one of our most

would, at the same time, expose the students to the aesthetic

instance, the stirring

rhyme their answers and set them to familiar tunes—like, for

called upon merely to recite, would instead be required to

and music right along with physics. Students, instead of being
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know joyously—that he is a complete man, a fulfilled man,

know the art of cultivating tobacco, to know joyously—
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The Colonel Bogey March,

And Pascal's a rascal. So's Boyle.

Is what we learn in class.

And Pascal's a rascal. So's Boyle.
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is experimenting with Saturday openings to
determine the demand for them.
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New American Airlines reservations desk.

Wherever Lloyd Rogers is, that's where

the American Airlines reservations desk is.

Lloyd is our st u d e n t representative. (In

case you miss him on campus, call Liberty

2-5880.) If you're planning to fly, just tell

Lloyd where and when. He'll handle all the
details.

Tickets (including connecting flight reserves-

ations where needed) can be mailed to

you. You can also pick them up from your

carriers' reservations desk.
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